Newsletter September:
Wollmeise Advent Calender

The sale has started and goes on very well.
Some questions came up, which of course I do not want to leave unanswered:
What do you get? You will receive a delivery with 24 bags. The content is always at least a
Birdie in Twin, but often there are even more surprises in it, like two extra Birdies.
How can you imagine the two rainbow variants? Jewel Tones (Gemstone Colors) are clear
strong winter colors such as Kornblume, Wasabi or Fuchsia. The muted rainbow is much
gentler, earthier, yet strong and not pastel. In this rainbow I used colors like Zimtapfel, Cassis
or Ballerina. In both rainbows, the colors flow harmoniously from yellow-red-purple-blue
over turquoise to green.
Another thing we have not announced yet: I am an absolute deco muffle :-( and I would be
happy about pictures, as you put your calendar in scene. The nicest ideas will be awarded (but
do not take too long with the pictures, we all want the perfect input for the most beautiful preChristmas season), but more will be available soon.

Reading material on multiple request
From now on the new books by Asa Tricosa ("Ziggurat") and Melanie Berg ("Shawls") as
well as the popular knitting books by Martina Behm are available online in the pattern section
(Specials - Meisenkits & Pattern).

Of course you will also find our exclusive Wollmeise patterns and kits there.

Save the dates
20. – 23. September 2018 Wollmeise will be at Fanø for the first time with our own booth.
With a click on the logo you get all the important information.

13. – 15. Oktober 2018
we

STRICK! Hannoverinvites you to a creative weekend again and
look forward to your visit on our booth

With a click on the picture below you get all the important information.

Cuddly offer for the fall beginning
In the October Newsletter, there will be a very special offer: for the beginning fall , the
upcoming newsletter contains an exclusive offer with five combinations of Blends for € 55.00
each. Here's the preview:

The offer is valid as long as stocks last, or at the latest until 10/31/2018.

